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Neural coordination: Taking the lead from a model
Ronald L. Calabrese

It is rare these days that theory leads experiment in the
biological sciences, but it still happens. A recent study
has experimentally confirmed the predictions of a
model aimed at explaining how neural networks
interact to produce the coordinated patterns of motor
activity necessary for effective behavior.
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Patterned motor activity generated by central neuronal
networks underlies such basic behaviors as locomotion,
breathing and chewing [1]. Much attention has been paid
to the mechanisms that produce oscillations within such
neural networks, and how modulation of the intrinsic

membrane properties of the component neurons and their
synaptic interactions reconfigures the networks to produce
adaptive changes in the output motor patterns [1]. There
has been little progress, however, in understanding how
networks that produce related motor patterns interact to
produce the coordinated patterns necessary for adaptive
behavior. How is it possible to walk and chew gum at the
same time? A recent study [2] on the crustacean stomato-
gastric nervous system has shed new light on how the
rhythmic outputs of behaviourally-related neuronal cir-
cuits are coordinated. Interestingly, the results confirm the
prediction from realistic and more abstract computer mod-
eling of how neural networks interact to produce coordi-
nated motor outputs.

The crustacean stomatogastric nervous system (Figure 1)
produces three different rhythms of activity that control
the movements of the three different chambers of the
foregut — the cardiac sac, the gastric mill and the pylorus
[3]. Ingested food is stored in the cardiac sac, ‘chewed’ in

Figure 1

The stomatogastric nervous system (STN)
and the principal circuit interactions
producing the MCN1-induced gastric rhythm
in the stomatogastric ganglion (STG) of the
crab Cancer borealis. (a) The isolated STN,
showing the soma location and axonal
projection pathway of MCN1. The STN
comprises four interconnected ganglia, two
commissural ganglia (CoGs), the
oesophageal ganglion (OG) and the STG.
The neurons from which recordings are
illustrated are the anterior burster (AB, green),
interneuron 1 (Int1, blue) and the lateral
gastric (LG, red). (b) A circuit diagram
showing the inhibitory synaptic connections
(black balls) among the gastric and pyloric
neurons. MCN1 also makes modulatory
excitatory connections to Int1 and LG
(horizontal bars), and it excites AB and is
electrically coupled to LG (both omitted for
simplicity). Cell bodies are represented by
circles, and processes are represented by
cylinders. Nerve terminals making synaptic
contacts are represented by lines.
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the gastric mill, and filtered and passed on to the digestive
midgut by the pylorus. The gastric mill and pylorus must
be coordinated so that chewed food is efficiently passed
through the foregut for digestion. The pyloric and gastric
mill rhythms, with average cycle frequencies of approxi-
mately 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz respectively, interact directly in
the crab Cancer borealis, where the cellular basis of the
interaction has been defined precisely [3–5].

The pyloric network is paced by the AB neuron, which
under normal conditions is an inherent burster. The
gastric mill rhythm exists in several forms; which form is
produced at any one time is specified by the descending
modulatory inputs into the stomatogastric ganglion that
activates the rhythm. The form activated by the descend-
ing input neuron MCN1 involves reciprocal inhibitory
interactions between two gastric mill circuit neurons, Int1
and LG (Figures 1,2). MCN1 not only provides a source of
excitation, but it also plays a crucial role in generating this
rhythm as its terminals in the stomatogastric ganglion are
inhibited by LG [4,5]. 

MCN1’s modulatory output onto both LG and Int1 is
necessary for them to be sufficiently active to produce an
oscillation. Descending activity in MCN1 activates both
LG and Int1, but Int1 responds more quickly and fires
rapidly, strongly inhibiting LG. Eventually, LG is suffi-
ciently excited by MCN1 to escape from inhibition by
Int1, and it starts to fire. LG activity then strongly inhibits
Int1, and also presynaptically inhibits release of modula-
tory transmitter by MCN1. In the absence of MCN1-
derived modulatory transmitter, LG eventually stops
firing, relieving postsynaptic inhibition of Int1 and pre-
synaptic inhibition of MCN1. Int1 now fires again as
MCN1 modulatory excitation resumes, and the cycle
begins over again [4,5] (Figure 2).

The crucial question, addressed by recent work of
Nusbaum, Marder and colleagues [2,6], is how the gastric
mill and pyloric circuits are coordinated. The AB neuron
strongly inhibits Int1, so whenever it is active — so that
the pyloric rhythm is active — it inhibits Int1’s activity [6]
(Figure 2). Int1 is thus periodically inhibited by the AB
neuron at the frequency of the pyloric rhythm, and
because Int1 inhibits LG, LG is consequently disinhib-
ited at the pyloric frequency (Figure 2). Nadim et al. [6]
noticed that, during MCN1-evoked gastric rhythms, the
transition to LG activity — that is, LG’s apparent escape
from Int1 inhibition — appeared to occur at the same
times as AB-mediated disinhibition. 

Nadim et al. [6] thus predicted that, because of this peri-
odic disinhibition, the gastric frequency is directly deter-
mined by the pyloric frequency. Experimentally, this
control was observed, over a broad range of pyloric fre-
quencies, as a fixed latency between the start of AB firing
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Figure 2

Top: activation of the gastric mill rhythm in the isolated STN by
stimulation of MCN1. Prior to MCN1 stimulation, there was an
ongoing pyloric rhythm (AB activity, green recording), but no gastric
mill rhythm (LG silent, red recording; Int1 fired with pyloric-timed
bursts, blue recording). During tonic stimulation of both MCN1
neurons, the pyloric rhythm cycled faster and the gastric mill rhythm
was activated. Bottom: a comparison of activity in a detailed
(conductance based) network model of an MCN1-induced gastric
rhythm and the recorded activity in the biological network (the
expansion of the recording above). The pyloric-timed, AB-mediated
inhibition of Int1 (arrows) produces pyloric-timed disinhibitions in LG
(arrows). Analysis of the model indicated that these disinhibitions
‘toggle’ the LG bursts, so that the LG interburst interval is an integer
multiple of the pyloric period. Moreover, the LG burst duration was
determined by the time it taks for MCN1 excitation to decay in
response to presynaptic inhibition by LG. (Adapted from [2,6].)
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— and thus of LG disinhibition — and the start of LG
activity [6]. The implication of this prediction is that the
gastric period should always be an integer multiple of the
pyloric period, at least for MCN1-evoked gastric rhythms,
so that the pyloric pattern generator governs the frequency
of the gastric mill pattern generator. Detailed modeling
studies not only supported these conclusions but also sug-
gested the possibility of direct experimental tests [6]. 

More abstract modeling studies by the same workers have
analyzed this intercircuit interaction in terms of a basic
circuit building block known as a half-center oscillator [7].
In many patterning-generating networks, individual
neurons or groups of neurons that are reciprocally
inhibitory produce oscillatory activity within the network.
For such a circuit configuration to produce a stable oscilla-
tion, neither cell (or cell group) must be able to gain the
upper hand and become tonically active (in a ‘high’ state)
and thus permanently shut down its antagonist (in a ‘low’
state) through synaptic inhibition — that is the ‘half-center’
must be balanced.  In the case of the gastric mill circuit, the
half-center is the reciprocally inhibitory pair formed by Int1
and LG (Figure 1); in the absence of MCN1 (or other mod-
ulatory input), this half-center is unbalanced with Int1 in a
high state and LG a low state. The model shows that the
half-center is balanced by excitatory input from MCN1 to
LG, and LG is ‘toggled’ from the low state to the high state
by AB-mediated disinhibition [7].

Two modeling studies, one realistic and one abstract, thus
set the stage for the experimental analysis of this intercir-
cuit interaction recently reported by Bartos et al. [2]. The
first prediction of the models is that the gastric period is
dependent on pyloric input. Bartos et al. [2] found that
removal of the pyloric input, by hyperpolarizing the AB
neuron, slowed the gastric rhythm dramatically and made
it less regular (Figure 3). Under these conditions, the
gastric period was still inversely related to the MCN1
firing frequency, because  the MCN1 firing frequency sets
the rate at which the half-center is balanced, but there is
no toggling by AB disinhibition, so the gastric period is
prolonged and less regular. 

Preparations with the AB neuron hyperpolarized afforded
the opportunity to reintroduce periodic AB inhibition of
Int1 artificially using the dynamic current clamp — a
hybrid technique in which an artificial conductance is
added to a neuron by computing in real time the expected
current at any given membrane potential and time and
injecting that amount of current into the neuron [8]. When
this artificial inhibition was introduced, the gastric period
was dramatically reduced (Figure 2) to a level that was
inversely proportional to the strength of the artificial inhi-
bition and directly proportional its period. As predicted by
the models [6,7], the gastric period was an integer multi-
ple of the artificial pyloric (AB) period, at least for MCN1-
evoked gastric rhythms. Moreover, as in the full biological

Figure 3

Elimination of pyloric input by
hyperpolarization of the AB neuron (see circuit
diagram, lower left) results in a prolonged and
less regular MCN1-induced gastric rhythm.
Introduction of an artificial AB-to-Int1 synapse
— using dynamic clamp (see circuit diagram) —
which is active with the normal AB-paced
pyloric rhythm, reproduces the MCN1-
activated gastric mill rhythm. The resulting
gastric mill rhythm exhibited a decreased and
more regular cycle period when pyloric-timed
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials were
injected, using the dynamic clamp, into Int1
during each LG interburst interval. Expansion
of the record (lower right) shows the artificial
pyloric inhibitions of Int1 and the resulting
rhythmic disinhibitions in LG, as during the
natural pyloric rhythm. Thickening of the trace
of each Int1 oscillation during the intervals
between LG inhibitions is due to action
potentials. (Adapted from [2].)
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system, there was a fixed latency between the start of the
artificial pyloric (AB) input — which causes LG disinhibi-
tion — and the start of LG activity over a broad range of
artificial pyloric (AB) frequencies. 

A final direct test of the models was to reintroduce pyloric
(AB) disinhibition of LG directly, by periodically injecting
an artificial depolarizing conductance into LG using
dynamic clamp. As predicted by the models, this artificial
conductance was sufficient to fully ‘reconstruct’ the
coordination between the (artificial) pyloric and the (bio-
logical) gastric rhythms [2].

This example clearly indicates that interaction between
pattern-generating networks can synchronize their activity
in such a way that important phases of activity in the two
rhythms are precisely timed. LG activity always begins at
the same time after the start of the AB phase of pyloric
activity, thus functionally synchronizing the pylorus and
gastric mill. This arrangement makes it possible for the
frequencies of the two rhythms to be modulated indepen-
dently, while maintaining their fixed phasing, or instead to
adjust their frequencies in step by modulating the govern-
ing pattern generator. While walking and chewing gum at
the same time may not present a challenge to the nervous
system, chewing and swallowing and breathing and
talking clearly do. These conjoint activities and others like
them must be precisely coordinated for effective behavior. 

The studies in the stomatogastric nervous system of the
crab described here clearly point to cellular mechanisms
that can support this coordination. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, this series of papers [2,6,7] shows how a well con-
ceived program of modeling can culminate in a program of
experimental tests that pinpoint basic cellular mechanisms
of neuronal network function.
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